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                The World's Most Powerful LED

                Designed for unbelievable yields in high bay, single level environments. Early generation LEDs failed the cannabis industry due to low output + poor canopy penetration. The A3i is the most powerful, efficient and overall best grow light in the world. Swiveling light bars achieve maximum canopy penetration via cross illumination to neighboring grow plots.
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                It's about striking a balance

                Cultivating dense canopies in a commercial-scale, vertical environment presents an interesting lighting challenge. HID lamps have the power, but their excessive heat rules them out for close-to-canopy growing. Early-generation LED fixtures alleviate the heat issue, but fall short on photon delivery. Right in the sweet spot is where we designed the F1V luminaire.
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                Greenhouse Illumination Reimagined

                The O6i packs more ohotons into each footprint than any other greenhouse light on the market, and is paired with a spectral distribution ideal for complimenting natural sunlight.
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                You Asked, Fohse Delivered

                Our A3i is the most powerful and efficient commercial LED grow light the world has ever seen..now re-imagined for the home grow as The Aries.
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                Slip Profile. Seamless Integration

                We designed the Pleiades with a slim profile for a seamless installation along the existing truss infrastructure in your greenhouse. This seamless integration casts no additional shadows, making it the perfect supplemental light source for your greenhouse.
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                Based on our most popular and powerful model

                The Scorpio is designed for staggering yields in close-to-canopy, single, or multi-level environments. This model is built with the same secrets behind the most powerful and efficient grow light in the world,
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                The first of it's design

                The Pisces is a Fohse grow light stripped down to its bare necessities. Fohse has married affordability with the benefits of a balanced spectrum designed for a trusted. long-lasting LED fixture.
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                SMALL IN SIZE. IMMENSE IN POWER.

                The Fohse 121 850W LED Grow Light was note only designed to directly replace HOS grow lights, but also to improve upon its power.
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                The FOHSE Cobra is the premier smart LED Grow Light for Greenhouses. We designed the Cobra with a slim profile for seamless installation along the existing truss infrastructure in your greenhouse. This seamless integration casts no additional shadows, making it to the perfect supplemental light source for your greenhouse, without sacrificing power and intensity.
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                Cultivating dense canopies in a commercial-scale, vertical environment presents an interesting lighting challenge. HID lamps have the power, but their excessive heat rules them out for close-to-canopy growing. Early-generation LED fixtures alleviate the heat issue, but fall short on photon delivery. Right in the sweet spot is where we designed the F1V luminaire.
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